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Background: There is a lack of information on prevalence, cause and consequences of slight/mild bilateral
sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) in children. We report the first systematic genetic analysis of the GJB2
gene in a population-derived sample of children with slight/mild bilateral SNHL.
Methods: Hearing tests were conducted in 6240 Australian elementary school children in Grades 1 and 5.
55 children (0.88%) were found to have a slight/mild sensorineural hearing loss. 48 children with
slight/mild sensorineural hearing loss and a matched group of 90 children with normal hearing
participated in a genetic study investigating mutations in the GJB2 gene, coding for connexin 26, and the
presence of the del(GJB6-D13S1830) and del(GJB6-D13S1854) deletions in the GJB6 gene, coding for
connexin 30.
Results: Four of 48 children with slight/mild sensorineural hearing loss were homozygous for the GJB2
V37I change. The four children with homozygous V37I mutations were all of Asian background and
analysis of SNPs in or near the GJB2 gene suggests that the V37I mutation arose from a single mutational
event in the Asian population.
Discussion: Based on the prevalence of carriers of this change we conclude that V37I can be a causative
mutation that is often associated with slight/mild sensorineural hearing loss. No other children in the
slight/mild hearing loss group had a hearing loss related to a GJB2 mutation. One child with normal
hearing was homozygous for the R127H change and we conclude that this change does not cause hearing
loss. Two children of Asian background were carriers of the V37I mutation. Our data indicate that slight/
mild sensorineural hearing loss due to the GJB2 V37I mutation is common in people of Asian background.

I
nformation on prevalence, cause and consequences of
slight or mild bilateral sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL)
in children is lacking. Prevalences of 3–5% have been

published,1–3 and it has been suggested that slight or mild
SNHL may contribute to adverse outcomes with respect to
language, academic performance and social interactions.4–6

We have determined the prevalence in Australian elementary
school children (grades 1 and 5) to be 0.88%. Analysis of the
effect of the slight or mild SNHL in these children did not
provide evidence of marked adverse outcomes when children
with mild hearing loss were compared with their normally
hearing peers.7

Little is known about the extent to which genetic
mutations cause slight or mild SNHL in children. It has been
estimated that approximately 60% of cases with moderate,
severe and profound prelingual non-syndromic deafness are
genetic, and that 80–85% of these cases are inherited in an
autosomal recessive pattern.8 9 Although changes in .40
genes have been associated with dominant and recessive
SNHL, mutations in the GJB2 gene (coding for connexin 26)
have been shown to be the most common cause of inherited
non-syndromic deafness (Hereditary Hearing Loss
Homepage, and Connexins and Deafness Homepage).
Inheritance of GJB2 deafness is nearly always recessive. We
have estimated that mutations in the GJB2 gene account for
the hearing loss in approximately 10–15% of Australians with
moderate, severe and profound prelingual non-syndromic
deafness.10

Unlike more severe forms of hearing loss, slight or mild
SNHL is often not detected in children or, if detected, rarely
investigated in detail. Most GJB2 mutations that have been
reported have therefore been mainly associated with more

severe hearing losses,11 and their role in milder losses remains
unknown.

Universal hearing screening has been introduced in many
countries, and as a consequence more children with less
severe hearing loss are being identified earlier. In the future,
the GJB2 gene will be screened for mutations in many of
these children, which will lead to questions of causation and
prognosis not just for the probands but also for their carrier
siblings. Important unanswered questions are therefore ‘‘to
what extent do GJB2 mutations contribute to slight/mild
SNHL in children?’’, ‘‘what are the genotype–phenotype
correlations?’’ and ‘‘should healthy children identified with
slight or mild hearing loss routinely be offered genetic
testing?’’

To deal with these issues, we report the first systematic
genetic analysis of a population-derived sample of 48
children with slight or mild SNHL and 90 normally hearing
controls. The children were identified as part of a large study
of the prevalence, aetiology and consequences of slight or
mild bilateral SNHL in a representative sample of Australian
elementary school children.

PARTICIPANTS AND METHODS
Recruitment and assessment of participants
We studied an unbiased sample of 6581 children (3367 grade
1, 3214 grade 5; 85% response) from 89 elementary schools in
Melbourne (population 3.4 million), Australia. Children were
recruited via a cross-sectional cluster sample survey of
elementary schools within urban and suburban Melbourne.

Abbreviations: PCR, polymerase chain reaction; SNHL, sensorineural
hearing loss; SNP, single-nucleotide polymorphism
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A stratified random sample of schools was drawn to ensure
proportional representation of grade 1 and grade 5 children in
each of the three major school sectors (government, Catholic
and independent). The study was approved by the Royal
Children’s Hospital’s Ethics in Human Research Committee
(EHRC approval number 22056).

A total of 6240 children underwent otoscopy, followed by
screening audiometry under soundproof conditions. A pass
result on screening audiometry required the child to respond
correctly to two of three presentations in each ear at seven
pure-tone frequencies (0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8 kHz) presented
at 15 dB hearing level (HL). Children who did not meet the
pass criteria for screening completed a full audiometric
evaluation consisting of pure tone air-conduction and bone-
conduction threshold tests, tympanometry and acoustic
reflex tests.

The air-conduction pure tone thresholds at 0.5, 1 and
2 kHz were averaged to indicate the low pure tone average
and the thresholds at 3, 4 and 6 kHz were averaged to
indicate the high pure tone average, classified by severity
according to Niskar et al.3 Slight or mild SNHL was defined as
low pure tone average or high pure tone average of 16–40 dB
HL in the better ear, with the difference between air-
conduction and bone-conduction thresholds (air–bone gap)
,10 dB. Normal hearing was defined as low pure tone
average and high pure tone average (15 dB HL in both ears.

Parents of children who met study criteria for slight or mild
SNHL (cases) were invited to have their child participating in
follow-up assessments. These children were then matched to
two normally hearing children (controls) on age, sex, grade
level and school; all cases and controls were asked to provide
genetic samples. Exclusion criteria were known intellectual
disability or major medical disorder; a known syndromic
cause for hearing loss; or hearing loss due solely to otitis
media with effusion. As part of the study parents reported
their own country of birth. Australian families are not
typically asked to identify themselves by race, therefore we
defined a child’s race on the basis of the country of birth
parents reported, according to the National Institutes of
Health criteria (National Institutes of Health policy on
reporting race and ethnicity data). In line with known
immigration patterns over the past century, parents who
reported that they were born in Australia were classified as
white.

DNA analyses
Buccal cells were collected on Buccal Swab Brushes
(Epicentre, Madison, Wisconsin, USA) and DNA isolated
using the MasterAmp Buccal Swab DNA Extraction Kit
(Epicentre).

The coding region of the GJB2 gene (exon 2) was
sequenced, followed by nested polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) amplification of approximately 10 ng buccal cell DNA
using HotStarTaq DNA Polymerase (Qiagen Pty Ltd,
Doncaster, Victoria, Australia). The primers in the first 25-
ml PCR reaction were Cx26-1F (59-TTGGTGTTTGCTCAGG
AAGA) and Cx26Dx-1R (59-GGCCTACAGGGGTTTCAAAT).
The second PCR was carried out using 1 ml of the first PCR
reaction and primers Cx26Dx-1F (59-TGCTTGCTTACCCAG
ACTCA) and Cx26Dx-4R (59-AGCTGAGCACGGGTTGCCTC
AT). PCR conditions were 95 C̊ for 15 min, then 35 cycles of
95 C̊ for 33 s, 55 C̊ for 33 s and 72 C̊ for 100 s, followed by
72 C̊ for 10 min.

The PCR reactions were treated with ExoSAP-IT (USB
Corporation, Cleveland Ohio, USA) and sequenced using the
DYEnamic ET Terminator Cycle Sequencing Protecol (GE
Healthcare, Castle Hill, New South Wales, Australia).
Sequencing primers were Cx26Dx-1F, Cx26Dx-4R, Cx26-
30F (59-CTGCAGCTGATCTTCGTGTC) and Cx26-30R

(59-GAAGATGACCCGGAAGAAGAT) and the cycling condi-
tions were 35 cycles of 95 C̊ for 20 s, 50 C̊ for 15 s and 60 C̊
for 120 s.

All samples were analysed for the presence of the GJB2
IVS1+1 GRA splice site mutation. Approximately 10 ng
buccal cell DNA were PCR amplified using primers
Cx26_Ex2F (59-TCGGCGGCGCCCGGCCCAGGATCCGCCTAG)
and Cx26_Ex2F (59-TGGCCGGGCAGTCCGGGGCCGGCGGGC
TGA), and HotStarTaq DNA Polymerase. PCR conditions were
95̊ C for 15 min, then 35 cycles of 95̊ C for 33 s, 55̊ C for 33 s
and 72̊ C for 100 s, followed by 72̊ C for 10 min. The resulting
138 bp fragment was digested with restriction endonuclease
MboI (Roche, Sydney, New South Wales, Australia) and
analysed on a 3% NuSieve agarose gel. The normal sequence
resulted in 117 and 21 bp bands. Presence of the Cx26 IVS1+1
GRA splice site mutation results in bands of 87, 30 and 21 bp.

We also tested for the two GJB6/connexin 30 deletions
del(GJB6-D13S1830) and del(GJB6-D13S1854), shown on
occasion to be associated with GJB2-related deafness. The
PCR-based tests were carried out as described previously.12

Single-nucleotide polymorphism analysis
The following single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in or
near the coding region of the GJB2 gene (position 18561721–
18561040 bp on chromosome 13) were analysed by DNA
sequencing: rs9509076 (position 18545640 bp), rs767846
(position 18549205 bp), rs2274083 (position 18561380 bp),
rs2274084 (position 18561642 bp), rs7994748 (position
18564130 bp), rs1953517 (position 18581238 bp) and
rs4769976 (position 18584298 bp) (fig 1). Allele distribution
between the four children homozygotic for the V37I mutation
and 15 children of Asian ethnicity with no V37I mutation
was evaluated using x2 and Fisher’s exact tests.

RESULTS
In all, 55 children (0.88%, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.66
to 1.14) had slight or mild SNHL, of whom 18 were in grade 1
(prevalence 0.53%, 95% CI 0.32 to 0.84) and 37 were in grade
5 (prevalence 1.15%, 95% CI 0.81 to 1.58). The children
identified with slight or mild SNHL had air–bone gaps
,10 dB, and tympanometry and acoustic reflex test results
consistent with normal middle-ear function. In 48 of the 55
(87%) cases consent was obtained for further investigations
including genetic testing. These cases were matched with 96
controls, 90 of whose parents consented to the genetic
component of the study. Buccal cell samples were therefore
obtained from 48 cases and 90 controls. Table 1 shows the
sample characteristic.
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Figure 1 Location of single-nucleotide polymorphism, GJB2 and GJB6
on human chromosome 13q11–q12.
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GJB2 and GJB6 gene analyses
Known polymorphisms and synonymous nucleotide changes
were detected in three cases and five controls (table 2). We
found single amino acid changes or deletions in nine children
(seven controls and two cases, table 3). The 235delC and the
35delG changes are known GJB2 mutations. The
E114G+V27I, V37I, M34T, F191L, V153I and R127H changes
have all been described before, but it has not been
unequivocally established if they are causative mutations or
polymorphisms. The GJB2 IVS1+1 GRA splice site mutation
was not found in any of the children.

Two GJB2 changes were found in five children (one control
and four cases, table 4). All four cases with slight or mild
SNHL were homozygotic for the V37I change and of Asian
background. Two were from the grade 1 group and two from
the grade 5 group. One child with normal hearing was
homozygotic for the R127H change.

The del(GJB6-D13S1854) deletion was not detected in any
of the children. The GJB6 deletion del(GJB6-D13S1830) was
seen in two controls (H-117 and H-121) and one child (H-
124) with slight or mild SNHL. In none of these three
children did we find a GJB2 mutation.

Hearing profiles of children with homozygotic V37I
mutations
Figure 2 presents the audiograms for the four homozygotic
V37I cases. All show a bilateral high-frequency SNHL
involving the 3–6 kHz frequency range, and for three cases
lower frequencies have also been affected. One of the
children heterozygotic for the V37I mutation had a mild
bilateral high-frequency loss maximal at 6 kHz. The other
had a bilateral low-frequency loss, with normal hearing
.2 kHz. Of the 42 cases with no V37I mutation, only two
children exhibited a high frequency hearing loss similar to

the four homozygotic cases. The remaining 40 audiograms
were typically flat or gradually sloping and involving several
frequencies.

SNP analysis
SNPs in or near the GJB2 gene were analysed for disequili-
brium in the four children homozygotic for the V37I
mutation and 15 children of Asian ethnicity with no V371
mutation (table 5). The G allele in rs7994748 and the A allele
in rs1953517 are considerably more frequent in chromosomes
with the V37I mutation than in control chromosomes.

DISCUSSION
Biallelic mutations associated with GJB2 deafness were found
in 8.3% (95% CI 2.32 to 19.98) of healthy Australian primary
school children with slight or mild bilateral SNHL. However,
biallelic V37I mutations are important in Asian children, with
50% (95% CI 15.70 to 84.30) of the Asian children with slight
or mild SNHL in our study being homozygotic for this
mutation. We found no indication that known recessive GJB2
mutations associated with more severe SNHL cause a slight
or mild hearing loss in carrier children.

This is the largest population study yet to have system-
atically examined genetic contributions to slight or mild
bilateral SNHL. Strengths of the study include the large
population-based sample, high response rates and the careful
ascertainment of slight or mild SNHL, all of which minimise
bias in the study’s findings. However, because the prevalence
of slight or mild SNHL was lower than expected, the size of
the case group from which to draw conclusions about genetic
contributions to slight or mild SNHL was smaller than
expected.

All four children with slight or mild SNHL and two biallelic
GJB2 changes were homozygotic for the V37I change, which
is known to have a high prevalence in people of Asian
ethnicity.13 14 This change has previously been reported to be

Table 1 Characteristics of the sample

Slight/mild SNHL n Controls n

Age in years (mean (SD))
Grade 1 7.21 (0.45) 16 7.19 (0.46) 30
Grade 5 11.06 (0.46) 30 11.06 (0.49) 57

Male sex (n (%))
Grade 1 9 (50) 18 16 (51.6) 31
Grade 5 17 (56.7) 30 32 (54.2) 59

Race (n (%)) 48 90
Asian 8 (16.7) 9 (10.0)
Black 0 (0) 1 (1.1)
White 30 (62.5) 62 (68.9)
More than one race 9 (18.8) 17 (18.9)
Not reported 1 (2.1) 1 (1.1)

SNHL, sensorineural hearing loss.

Table 2 Known polymorphisms and synonymous
nucleotide changes identified in GJB2 genes

Child ID Case/control Change

H-8 Case V27I
H-50 Control GRA at nt 243
H-97 Control CRT at nt 496
H-101 Case CRT at nt 96
H-104 Control Homozygotic GRA at nt

285
H-112 Control Homozygotic GRA at nt

357
H-127 Control Homozygotic V27I
H-132 Case TRC at nt 633

Table 3 Single amino acid changes or deletions
identified in GJB2 genes

Child ID Case/control status Amino acid change

H-43 Control F191L
H-44 Control E114G+V27I
H-58 Case V37I
H-78 Case V37I
H-80 Control 235delC
H-100 Control V153I
H-111 Control M34T
H-126 Control R127H
H-143 Control 35delG
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associated with SNHL in the range of 20–90 dB HL,13 15 16 but
other data have questioned this conclusion.14

Wattanasirichaigoon et al14 speculated that V37I might be a
polymorphism or that people with slight or mild hearing loss
were under-represented in their study owing to selection
biases. If V37I is a polymorphism not related to the SNHL but
homozygotic in four of eight Asian children with slight or
mild SNHL, we can estimate that approximately 70% of all
GJB2 alleles in our Asian population should have the V37I
change. However, we did not find a single V37I allele in the
nine Asian children (18 alleles) in the control group. Our
results therefore suggest that V37I is a mutation and that
children homozygotic for the V37I mutation usually have
slight or mild hearing loss, which is rarely detected. Although
the carrier frequency of the V37I mutation in selected
European and American populations is ,3%,17 20 studies

have shown that the carrier frequency in certain Asian
populations can be as high as 17%.14 Slight or mild hearing
loss is rarely detected, and the connexin 26 gene is therefore
not analysed in these children. Only when the V37I mutation
is present in children with a more severe hearing loss is it
normally noted. This has led to a probably huge under-
estimation of its contribution to deafness and controversy
whether or not it is a harmless polymorphism or causative
mutation. The data presented in this paper provide the first
indication of the real contribution of the V37I mutation to
milder forms of hearing loss.

Do homozygotic V37I mutations usually or always cause
hearing loss? Children of Asian ancestry made up 10% of the
controls, selected for the study independent of race. Of all the
children who underwent screening audiometry and returned
a survey, 9.8% were reported to be of Asian ancestry on the
hearing survey. To have four homozygotic V37I children with
slight or mild SNHL among the approximately 660 Asian
children, we calculate the V37I allele prevalence in this group
to be about 16%. If homozygotic V37I mutations were
commonly associated with normal hearing, then the allele
prevalence in the group would be .16%. We did not detect a
V37I carrier in the nine Asian controls, supporting our
conclusion that homozygotic V37I mutations always or
nearly always cause SNHL.

Three of the four affected V37I homozygotes shared a
similar audiological profile (bilateral, high frequency at
frequencies ,3 kHz). Only 2 of the 42 cases without V37I
mutation presented with similar audiological profiles.

Figure 2 Audiograms of the four
children homozygotic for the V37I
mutation.

Table 4 Amino acid changes identified in children with
two GJB2 changes

Child ID Case/control status Amino acid changes

H-56 Case V37I / V37I
H-91 Case V37I / V37I
H-93 Case V37I / V37I
H-134 Control R127H / R127H
H-136 Case V37I / V37I

Contribution of GJB2 mutations to slight or mild hearing loss 853
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Six single GJB2 changes were found in five controls. The
E114G+V27I, M34T, F191L, V153I and R127H changes have
all been described before, but it has not been established if
they are mutations or polymorphisms. In fact, the association
of GJB2 changes V37I, M34T and R127H to inherited SNHL
deafness remains controversial.13 17–20 Our finding of a
normally hearing child homozygotic for the R127H change
supports the conclusion that it is a polymorphism. We
conclude that as few as 2 (2%) and as many as 7 (8%) of the
normally hearing children could be carriers of a GJB2
mutation.

Two of the 90 control children were carriers of the known
mutations 35delG and 235delC. This is within the expected
range, as the 35delG carrier frequency in the Australian
population has previously been estimated to be 1:100 and the
overall prevalence of carriers of connexin 26 mutations to be
1:50.10 The V37I amino acid substitution was found as a
single change in two cases (one Asian and one ‘‘more than
one race’’). No other GJB2 or GJB6 mutations were detected
in these two children. A previous study investigated 52
Australian children with GJB2 mutations and a moderate,
severe or profound SNHL. Although two biallelic GJB2
mutations were found in 34 of these children, 18 (35%)
had a detectable mutation in only one allele.10 This number is
too high to represent carriers of GJB2 mutations with another
cause of deafness. Therefore, it was concluded that the GJB2
mutations in many of these 18 children might be associated
with the hearing loss. Whether or not the single V37I change
contributes to the slight or mild hearing loss in the two cases
in this study is therefore not clear. Functional studies have
shown that the M34T and V37I mutations, even in the
presence of wild-type connexin 26, reduce gap junction
activity.21–23 In support of a causal role, we note that the
audiogram of one of the children has a sloping high-
frequency loss similar to that of children H-56, H-91 and
H-136 (fig 1) homozygotic for the V37I mutation.

We tested the hearing in approximately 6000 children of
Caucasian background and none had a slight or mild SNHL
due to GJB2 mutations. This suggests that the prevalence of
Caucasian carriers of GJB2 mutations resulting in slight or
mild SNHL is ,1:40 and therefore not markedly more
common than GJB2 mutations normally associated with
more severe forms of SNHL (1:50) in the Australian
population.

More than 80 different GJB2 mutations have been
identified (Connexins and Deafness Homepage).
Nevertheless, 35delG, 167delT, 235delC and V37I account
for .50% of mutant alleles in Caucasians, Ashkenazi Jews
and Asians, respectively. Our analysis of disequilibrium of

SNPs in or near the GJB2 gene suggests that the V37I
mutation could have arisen from a single mutational event in
the Asian population. The founder chromosome would have
had the haplotype G–T–A–G–G–A–G (rs9509076–rs767846–
rs2274083–rs2274084–rs7994748–rs1953517–rs4769976).
Similar findings have been reported for other common GJB2
mutations.24–28 It is not known if the GJB2 mutations have
become so prevalent owing to assortative mating, relaxed
selection, linguistic homogamy, selective advantage or a
combination of these factors.29 In support of selective
advantage as the reason for the high prevalence of V37I in
Asians, it has been suggested that carriers of connexin 26
mutations have a selective advantage due to epidermal
thickening30 or increased cell survival.31 Further, whereas
35delG, 167delT and 235delC normally are associated with
more severe forms of deafness, V37I is in most cases
associated with a subclinical form of hearing loss and
therefore not likely to influence choice of partner.

We conclude that the prevalence of slight or mild SNHL in
Australian children is lower than previously reported, that
mutations in the GJB2 gene is the underlying cause in about
8% of cases, and that the V37I change is a common cause of
slight or mild SNHL in children of Asian ethnicity. Slight or
mild SNHL is more common in children of Asian background
(1.3%) than in Caucasian children (0.83%). Homozygotic
GJB2 V37I mutations explain the prevalence gap. Further
studies are needed to determine the exact prevalence and
type of slight or mild SNHL caused by the V37I mutation.
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